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Surface and atmosphere of solar system bodies are continuously irradiated with the space plasma, solar photon, cosmic
ray, and micrometeorite, which are responsible for long-term alteration of the planetary surface and atmospheric materials
on timescales up to the geological scale (Giga years). This is known as the ’space weathering’. The space weathering ac-
companies physical and chemical changes in the materials (see e.g., Johnson et al., in Jupiter textbook, 2004). For example,
organic compounds like tholins are likely created and destroyed via the space weathering at Titan’s upper atmosphere and
icy moon’s surfaces at Jupiter and Saturn (e.g., Waite et al., 2007; Lopez-Puertas et al. 2013). This suggests that the newly
created/destroyed compounds are accumulated on the surface over the geological time scale. These are likely essential energy
and material sources for the surface, atmosphere, and possibly interior. However, the physical and chemical changes by the
geological timescale weathering is still not unveiled because they have not been exactly reproduced by any experimental
methods. Here we develop a new laboratory experiment system that reproduces the geological timescale weathering driven
by the space plasma irradiation. We successfully completed the irradiation system with the world-highest fluence (<1e+22
particles/cm2) of ions and electrons at 1-30 keV. This corresponds to e.g., the irradiation time of 100s Mega years at Jupiter’s
icy moons. In this talk, we report the current status of irradiation system commissioning and the upcoming experiment plans.


